
TRAIT LOW LOW-MED MED MED-HIGH HIGH

HUMAN ASSERTIVENESS

CONFIDENCE

MOTIVATION/WORKABILITY

NERVE STRENGTH

TOUCH TOLERANCE

ENERGY LEVEL

SOUND SENSITIVITY

SIGHT SENSITIVITY

PREY/PLAY DRIVE

HUMAN FOCUS

NOT MODERATE HIGHLY EXTREMELY

TENDERHEARTEDNESS

SUBMISSIVE NEUTRAL ASSERTIVE

DOG FRIENDLINESS

MATCH GREAT GOOD OK POOR WRONG

Pet- Kids Under 5

Pet- Kids Under 10

Pet- Kids Over 10

Retired- Active

Retired- Less Active

Facility- Beginner

Facility- Experienced

Therapy- Beginner

Therapy- Experienced

Service- Beginner

Service- Experienced

TEMPERAMENT EVALUATION SCORECARD

NOTES
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NAME :  ZERO- ORANGE COLLAR MALE

Please be aware that the temperament
evaluation scores are intended to offer
valuable insights into the dog's personality
traits, reflecting their temperament up until
this point. However, it is crucial that you
collaborate closely with Daneesha & Brandon
for personalized guidance when selecting. It is
important to acknowledge that a single
aptitude test cannot possibly account for all
the variables that contribute to a dog's
temperament. Nevertheless, this report does
provide you with a substantial understanding
of temperament traits and how they may
align with your individual requirements. Our
ultimate goal is to provide every dog with a
voice in their placement, empowering you to
create a meaningful and harmonious
connection.

PLACEMENT COMPATIBIL ITY

Zero is  an adorable puppy with
a balanced b lend of qual i t ies .
He 's moderate ly  assert ive and
conf ident ,  showing just  the
r ight amount of mot ivat ion and
workabi l i ty .  With commendable
nerve strength and a medium to
high touch to lerance ,  Zero
enjoys p lay and cuddles .  His
energy leve l  is  moderate ,
ensur ing a p layful  yet
manageable companion.  Zero is
unfazed by sounds and s ights ,
maintaining a ca lm demeanor .
He has a moderate prey/p lay
dr ive ,  and his standout tra i t  is
his high focus on humans,
making him a loyal  and
attent ive fr iend.


